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Beams of neutral metastable atoms can be patterned by spatially dependent deexcitation in a
standing wave of laser light. Metastable atoms which hit a substrate transfer their internal energy
~10–20 eV! to the surface and activate the formation of a durable carbonaceous resist from a vapor
precursor. The resist can be used as an etch mask to transfer patterns into the substrate material. In
this work, we report a recent experimental demonstration of this ‘‘standing wave quenching’’
~SWQ! patterning technique. We also present an analysis of the accuracy to which atom lithography
and SWQ can form a periodic reference array for length metrology. We find that, with some
modification of the experimental setup and parameters, the absolute period across a 1 mm2 patterned
area can be known to one part in 106. © 1998 American Vacuum Society.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Neutral atom lithography has demonstrated parallel de
sition of sub-100 nm lines and dots in periodic arrays.1–3 In
these techniques, an atom beam is patterned by a stan
wave of laser light and then impinges upon an underly
substrate. In this article, we discuss the use of patte
formed by atom lithography as a periodic reference artifa
or ‘‘nanoruler’’, whose sub-micron period is known to su
nanometer accuracy and precision. Such an artifact migh
useful for accurate measurements of mm-scale distance
for calibration of a high-precision metrology tool.

Standing wave quenching~SWQ!, the spatially dependen
deexcitation of metastable atoms in a standing wave of la
light, has recently been demonstrated as a sub-100 nm a
lithographic patterning technique.2 SWQ has several attrac
tive features as the patterning step for a nanoruler:~1! the
standing wave period is referenced to an atomic transi
frequency;~2! the standing wave is directly retroreflecte
which minimizes angular alignment errors; and~3! the
waveguide-like nature of the atom-laser interaction ma
the pattern periodicity insensitive to source properties.
Sec. II, we will explain SWQ in more detail and revie
recent experimental results; in Sec. III, sources of uncerta
in the period of the pattern will be discussed; in Sec. IV,
will compare this method with other methods and disc
future work.

II. METHOD AND RECENT RESULTS

Metastable argon (Ar* ) and other metastable atoms4 can
be used to pattern a self-assembled monolayer resist5,6 or to
activate the growth of a carbonaceous resist material.7–9 A
subsequent etch step transfers the resist pattern to the
strate material, to form features with sizes as small as
nm.9 Patterns have been transferred into Au, Si, SiO2, Si3N4,
and GaAs.7–9

a!Electronic mail: joseph@atom.harvard.edu
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The dissipation of the internal energy of Ar* ~12 eV! can
be initiated by a single IR photon before the atom reache
surface. This process, known as optical ‘‘quenching,’’ co
verts a metastable atom, which contains sufficient energ
damage a resist or affect a surface, into a ground state a
which is chemically inert.5,7

In SWQ, we use a periodic optical field to localize Ar*
atoms on a nanometer length scale. The single infra
standing-wave field is used both to de-excite atoms from
metastable state to the inert ground state, and to confine
remaining metastable atoms in an optical potential.10 The
metastable atoms are quenched to the atomic ground
everywhere except in narrow regions around the nodes of
standing wave. Ar* atoms transmitted through the nodes r
lease their energy at the surface to form a durable re
which subsequently serves as an etch mask@see Fig. 1~a!#. In
a recent experiment, SWQ was used to pattern Si ove
area of;0.5 mm2 and form lines with widths as small as 6
nm @see Fig. 1~b!#.2

In operation, the standing-wave field acts as a series
lossy waveguides for atoms. The light-induced potential c
fines atoms near the nodes of the standing wave, just as
index gradient in glass confines photons to the core of
optical waveguide. In the potential well formed by the stan
ing wave, the ground state vibrational mode has a m
lower loss rate than excited modes. After sufficient inter
tion with the standing wave light field, only metastable a
oms in the ground vibrational mode remain. The product
the widths of the transverse position and momentum dis
butions of metastable atoms transmitted through each n
can approach the limit stated by the Heisenberg uncerta
principle,Dx•Dp>\/2.

III. ERROR ANALYSIS

In this section we will examine the sources of error in t
period of a pattern fabricated using atom lithography a
SWQ. We will discuss the case of a grating patterned usin
3841/16 „6…/3841/5/$15.00 ©1998 American Vacuum Society
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3842 Thywissen et al. : Neutral atoms and standing light waves 3842
single standing wave, but the errors discussed also apply
grid of dots patterned by a four-beam interference patter

In SWQ, features are formed beneath the nodes of
standing wave, which are nominally spaced byl/2, wherel
is the laser wavelength. As in all interferometric lithograp
~IL ! methods,11 the pattern is formed in a single exposur
such that there are no stepping errors. However, this me
differs from most IL methods because the standing w
does not pattern the substrate directly. We will discuss b
the errors in the mask periodicity~Secs. III A–III C! and the
errors in the pattern transfer to the substrate via atoms~Secs.
III D–III F !.

A. Laser wavelength

The resonant wavelength of the 4s@3/2#2
024p@5/2#2

quenching transition of argon is 801.6990 nm in vacuum
a frequency of 3.739 46431014 Hz.12 Because exposures a
performed in vacuum, the laser wavelength is not modifi
by refractive or pressure shifts. Thus, the accuracy to wh

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic diagram of standing wave quenching~SWQ!. Meta-
stable atoms are optically quenched everywhere except in narrow reg
around the nodes of the standing wave. An atom which is quenched d
pates its internal energy as an ultraviolet photon and returns to the
atomic ground state. The transmitted metastable atoms interact with
surface and a background vapor precursor~not shown! to deposit a carbon-
aceous material.~b! Atomic force microscopy image of the pattern creat
by SWQ. The features~white in this image! etched into the Sî110& sub-
strate had a height of 12 nm, had an average full width of 65 nm@as
measured by a scanning electron microscopy~SEM!#, and extended over an
area of;0.5 mm2.
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the wavelength is known is limited only by the accuracy w
which the transition frequency can be measured, because
speed of light is a defined constant.

We use saturation spectroscopy13 to lock the laser fre-
quency to the 4s@3/2#2

024p@5/2#2 resonant frequency. Lase
spectroscopy is capable of extremely high precisions; w
out significant technical effort, we are able to determine
frequency of the laser to a precision of 1 MHz, which
approximately three parts in 109.

B. Standing wave angle

The period of a standing wave isl/2 cosu, whereu is the
angle each beam makes with the plane of the substrate.
IL techniques which use the interference pattern of t
beams directly to pattern a resist,u must always be nonzero
such that the light is incident on the substrate. Uncertainty
this angle dominates the uncertainty in the absolute perio
the pattern formed.14

Since SWQ uses the standing wave as amask for the
atoms, the standing wave is above the substrate and can
u'0 ~see Fig. 2!. In our experimental setup, we use the lig
from a single-mode optical fiber to form the standing wav
We align by retroreflecting the light through its original o
tical path to maximize its reinsertion back through the fib
We measure the angular sensitivity of this procedure to
650 mrad, which translates to a mask period which isl/2 to
roughly one part in 109.

C. Wave front aberrations

The standing wave is formed by a Gaussian beam wh
minimum waist (1/e2 intensity radius! is placed on the ret-
roreflection mirror~see Fig. 2!. This choice is made such tha
the interfering beams have the same profile. Nodes in
standing wave will have the same shape as the cons
phase fronts of the interfering traveling waves. If atoms f
low the nodes, just as light follows a curved optical fibe
then the nodal curvature will result in a systematic displa
ment of the pattern. If the curvature~and thus the displace
ment! changes across the patterned area, a systematic re
tion in the period will occur.

The radius of curvatureR of the wave fronts in a Gaussia
beam at z away from the minimum waist isR5z(1
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FIG. 2. Optical setup for standing wave quenching. M5mirror, OF5optical
fiber, L5lens, RM5retroreflection mirror, Ar*5incident metastable argon
atoms, and S5substrate. The outlines indicate the spatial extent of the la
light. Not to scale.
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1(z0 /z)2), where l is the wavelength of the light,z0

5pw0
2/l is the Rayleigh range, andw0 is the minimum

waist. Patterns are formed at approximately 1 cm from
retroreflection mirror across a length of 1 mm. Ifw0

51 mm, then the curvature atz51 cm is 1.5 km, which
results in a deviation from planar ofw0

2/2R50.3 nm atw0

from the beam center. This deviation would increase by 0
nm across the 1 mm patterned area. Since only the incr
in nodal displacement affects the period, the magnitude
this effect is only 0.03 nm, or three parts in 108, across the
1-mm-wide patterned area.

For smaller beam radii or larger patterned areas,
phase chirp of the pattern will be more significant. Als
angular errors not significant here~since they scale with the
cosine of the wave front angle! may become important
However, since one can calculate the effect from the la
beam parameters, we could still predict the period to be
accuracy than the magnitude of the effect.15

Diffraction from the clipping of the standing wave on th
substrate ~see Fig. 2! could also cause wave fron
distortion.16 We have verified that the profile of a laser bea
clipped at its edge~at 1/e2 of maximum intensity! is not
significantly altered when viewed one Rayleigh range fr
the clip point. To avoid the effects of diffraction, one cou
‘‘preclip’’ the Gaussian beam and then reimage the clipp
profile above the substrate. Aberrations in mirrors and len
would also distort wave fronts, but optics with figure a
roughness on the nanometer scale are commercially a
able.

D. Substrate/mask alignment

The mirror which forms the standing wave determines
node positions in the standing wave: there must be a nod
the mirror, and all nodes are spaced byl/2. Thus if the
mirror moves with respect to the substrate, the standing w
‘‘mask’’ shifts, and the pattern can be blurred. To test t
mechanical stability of our substrate mount, we used the
roflection mirror mount to hold one of two optical cavit
mirrors. We found that the mount was sufficiently stiff th
the relative motion would not significantly affect the fab
cated feature size. Even if this motion were to broaden
features, the period would be unaffected.

If the mirror which retroreflects the quenching light is n
perpendicular to the substrate, the average period on the
strate will be longer than the period of the mask by 1/cosu,
whereu is the deviation from perpendicular of the substra
and mirror. In order to align this angle, we used a reflect
substrate and the mirror as a corner cube for a HeNe al
ment laser. Looking.1 m away, we could ensure that th
angle is perpendicular to better than 1 mrad, such that
period is affected less than five parts in 107. This alignment
procedure can easily be improved by using a larger dista
or a smaller alignment beam.

E. Effects of incident atom angle

In principle, the incoming spatial and angular distributi
of atoms affects only the coupling into the ground state
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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brational mode of the standing wave, since the output spa
distribution is completely determined by the ground st
mode. This is desirable for precise reproduction of the lig
mask, because the final pattern will be independent of sou
aberrations. In practice, some fraction of the excited vib
tional states is still transmitted.

Figure 3 shows an example of the localization of
atomic wave packet within a standing wave node. Ato
with a 0.5 mrad angular spread and 0.1 mrad offset fr
perpendicular are incident on a standing wave with a wais
5 mm, 400 mW total power, and a frequency 35 MHz abo
resonance.17 As atoms enter the standing wave, they occu
multiple vibrational states and begin to oscillate. Howev
atoms in higher vibrational states are preferentia
quenched, such that after sufficient interaction distance
remaining metastable atoms are localized near the node
substrate could be placed at15 mm ~see Fig. 3!, where the
atoms are centered tol/3000, or 0.3 nm. This error is no
cumulative, i.e., the offset of one wave packet does not of
the adjacent node’s wave packet. Therefore if 0.1 mrad is
largest incident atomic angle across a pattern 1 mm in len
the error in the average period of the pattern will be th
parts in 107.

The mean position of transmitted atoms that had lar
initial angular offsets would deviate farther from the cen
of a node. However, higher angles lead to smaller transm
sions because the atoms couple less well into the gro
state, so high contrast patterns will appear only in the regi
of high accuracy. Transverse laser cooling18 allows the at-
oms to be incident at average angles of less than 0.1 m
across a 1 mm2 patterned area.

F. General issues when using a reference artifact

There are several error sources which apply to the us
any reference artifact:~1! measuring and stabilizing the tem
perature of the substrate;~2! minimizing the strain of the
substrate due to clamping;~3! measurement uncertainty.

FIG. 3. Average transverse position, in nm, of a distribution of metasta
atoms within a standing wave node, vs longitudinal location, in mm, rela
to the center of the standing wave. In this example, Ar* atoms were incident
on the standing wave with an average incident angle of10.1 mrad. The
atoms which initially oscillate about the node are quenched, such tha
transmitted atomic distribution is centered to withinl/3000 of the node
center. Laser parameters: 400 mW power, 35 MHz detuning above r
nance, and 5 mm waist. Atomic beam parameters: uniform spatial distr
tion, 0.5 mrad angular spread, 0.1 mrad angular offset, and 800 m/s lo
tudinal velocity witha613% spread.
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The period of the artifact must be corrected for the cha
in temperature between fabrication and measurement.
temperature of the substrate in our current apparatus is
bilized to615 mK. We have patterned SiO2 with a variety of
etching techniques, and therefore it would be possible to e
patterns into, for instance, fused silica, which has a coe
cient of expansion of 0.631026 K21. Thus a 15 mK uncer-
tainty would correspond to a period uncertainty of less th
one part in 108.

When affixing the substrate to a mounting surface, clam
induced stress may distort the period of the pattern. Sili
and glasses have elastic modulae of;150 GPa. If a clamp-
ing force of less than 1 N is used at the ends of a substra
with a 10 mm31 mm cross section, a strain of less than o
part in 106 would result.

Measuring the center of a particular line has a limit
accuracy. The features formed in the SWQ experiment
scribed in Sec. II were 65 nm wide; assuming the line co
be split to one part in 20, the average period across a 1 mm
patterned area could only be measured to three parts in6.
Also, after etching the patterns are not perfectly smooth
shown in Fig. 1~b!. Smoother and smaller lines10 will make
this measurement easier. Furthermore, measuring the
tance between lines is limited by the degree to which p
pendicular can be determined. Fabricating a grid of dots
stead of lines would solve this problem if the axes of tw
dimensions in the grid are perpendicular to sub-mrad pr
sion. Dot arrays have been fabricated with other atom lit
graphic schemes,19 and fabrication of such a pattern is als
possible with SWQ.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

SWQ is promising as a technique to produce periodic p
terns whose absolute period is known to sub-nm accur
The strengths of the method include a period reference
an atomic transition frequency, small alignment-induced
rors, and insensitivity to source properties. Assuming we
limited by those errors which were estimated in Sec.
SWQ can create a reference array whose average peri
known to one part in 106 across 1 mm. Using this array as
calibration artifact with an accuracy of 1 ppm would be po
sible if an array of;20-nm-wide dots were fabricated in
rectilinear array.

An alternative patterning approach has been to use st
ing wave focusing~SWF!,1 an atom lithographic technique i
which the standing light wave acts as an array of lenses
atoms, just as the standing wave acts as an array
waveguides for atoms in SWQ. The period of the stand
wave is similarly referenced to an atomic transition, but th
are several important differences:~1! small feature sizes in
SWF require small laser spot sizes such that the wave f
curvature~Sec. III B! would be more significant;~2! optimal
focusing occurs near the center of the laser profile, wh
requires that the substrate clip the laser profile more sig
cantly; ~3! the line positions at the substrate depend upon
incoming atoms’ angles, because images are formed in
Fourier plane of the standing wave lenses. Measuremen
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a pattern formed by SWF are currently in progress at
National Institute of Standards and Technology~NIST!.20

Future work includes using SWQ to fabricate a structu
with high expected accuracy, and then measuring the pe
of the pattern produced. Fabrication of an array of d
would eliminate errors due to nonperpendicular translat
between lines. Finally, improvements to the technique s
as smaller features, larger patterned area, and lower
times would facilitate fabrication and evaluation of these r
erence artifacts.
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